Clarifiers

Amwell offers one of the broadest lines of industry proven and time-tested clarifier equipment for the water and wastewater treatment community. With over 135 years in the water and wastewater treatment equipment industry, Amwell combines technical and manufacturing expertise to provide quality solutions for every need.

Amwell clarifiers are available in full-bridge or half-bridge pier-supported designs:

- Bottom and side feed clarifiers
- Rapid sludge removal clarifiers
- Rapid visual sludge removal clarifiers
- Spiral blade clarifiers
- Solid contact clarifiers
- Circular clarifiers for square tank installations
- Flocculating/clarifiers
- Sludge thickeners

Your natural resource...
All Amwell equipment is designed, engineered and built to meet stringent quality specifications to insure years of optimal performance and dependability for the most difficult applications.

Scrapers are available in single or double sweep arms with standard or spiral flights.

Rapid sludge removal type with tapered suction arms and scraper type with multi-drawoff pipes and visual sludge well are also available.

Amwell produces a split ductile iron Class 6 precision gear (after heat treat) with replaceable races. This drive system conforms to ANSI/AGMA Standard 2001-C95. Amwell also provides unsurpassed drive system quality in its worn gear drives that conform to ANSI/AGMA Standard 604-892.

For comprehensive product specifications, drawings and additional options for any system, contact Amwell headquarters, or your local Amwell representative.